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◎ If the description, such as photos or Illustration different with this part.

SuperHead 4Valve+R Combo Kit (181cc)

Adaptation model

and chassis numbers
GROM(JC61-1000001 ～ 1299999)  

☆ Please read carefully before use ☆

～ Product content～

・Thank you for your purchase of our product.Please so you will comply with the following matters at the time of use.

・This product, a new design of Super Head 4V+R for GROM / Big Bore (63x57.9 181cc), it is a 181cc full kit that was to set the Big throttle body Kit and FI Con2.

　Please check your always kit contents before mounting.If there is a point of notice, please consult the dealer of purchase.

◎ This kit is designed for exclusive use in the closed racing.

◎ The use ignoring the instructions that are written in the manual, if the accident or damage has occurred, we can not assume any responsibility for compensation.

◎ Please take note that this kit is designed for exclusive use in the above-mentioned applicable models and frame numbers only and that this kit cannot be mounted on other models.

◎ Please note. Performance up, the design change, the product and the price in the cost up, etc. are subject to change without notice.

◎ This engine in installation of kit is high output, in the case of a standard clutch spring and strengthening the clutch spring set (20% UP): 02-01-0131, because slip occurs in clutch, it is 

　recommended simultaneous installation of reinforcement clutch spring set (30% UP): 02-01-0144.

NGK-CR8EH9
Spark plug

QTY:1

01-03-0151
SuperHead 4Valve+R Kit

01-08-0449
Auto decompression Camshaft(10/10D)

01-04-0130
Cylinder Kit (181cc)

QTY:1 QTY:1

05-04-0023
FI CON2

03-05-0141
Big throttle body Kit

QTY:1

QTY:1

QTY:1

(with Big throttle body)

CONTACT  Address : 3-5-16  Nishikiorihigashi Tondabayashi Osaka JAPAN
TEL: +81-721-25-1357  FAX:+81-721-24-5059  
e-mail:english@takegawa.co.jp  URL http://www.takegawa.co.jp
Please contact with your name and country name provided. (Only English please)
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